
Dog Weight Pulls: 
Team Work or Exploitation? 

 
(Community Animal Control, May/June 1987, Written by Diane Jessup, reprinted with permission) 

 
AT A WEIGHT PULL 
A woman stands alone, surrounded by a small crowd of warmly dressed people.  Sixteen feet in front of 
her stands her dog, waiting, the end of its tail gently waving.  A custom-made freighting harness 
connects the dog to a sled behind him on which 950 pounds of high quality dog food is piled high. 
 
The crowd becomes silent.  The woman looks at the sideline to catch the timekeeper’s eye.  She nods to 
the timekeeper and then turns to her dog. 
 
Rolls, Hike!” she calls softly.  The dog has 60 seconds to pull the loaded sled 16 feet. 
 
The fawn Great Dane’s head goes down, nose in the snow, and the great shoulders hunch up.  At that 
moment the two men standing beside the sled give it a sharp kick to help the dog break the frozen 
runners loose.  The dog bends low, feet flying, weaving first one way and then the other, head down, 
hearing the almost pleading, straining voices of the crowd as they call out in thrilled support.  The Dane 
hears them, but he is listening also to the voice he can just barely hear at the end of the chute;  the 
reason he is pulling. 
 
The Dane knows he doesn’t have to pull the load;  he could simply back out of the harness as he used to 
do when he was first learning to pull.  But this is no great burden on his considerable strength, and it 
pleases his handler so.  What will he get out of it?  He will win some of the good smelling food behind 
him, he will be petted and praised by the spectators, and his handler will look at him with that special 
look in her eye that she gets when he has made a special effort for her. 
 
As the sled moved down the chute the dog passes a spot on the side barrier where another dog has 
urinated.  Rolls stops, sniffing.  The crowd groans, knowing that in a very few moments the sled runners 
will freeze to the ground, making it next to impossible to break it loose.  The sled handlers can’t help 
this time.  The handler knows this too and speaks sharply to the dog to break his concentration. 
 
“Rolls!  Leave it!  Hike!” 
 
The dog swings his head around, straightens out the line and lunges forward again.  The crowd is silent 
during the crucial few moments that it takes the dog to get the sled moving again.  But the giant dog 
does get the sled moving again and the crowd goes wild in appreciation of the effort they know is being 
given.  Not one person there is not pulling with the dog.  As the dog crosses the finish line the sled 
handler moves forward quickly to unhook the dog from the sled.  The dog’s tail waves wildly.  A moment 
later they leave the chute area in silent communion and people all down the line reach out to pet and 
praise the dog.  But the dog gazes up at the woman, smiling as dogs do, glad he could do this little 
thing for her. 
 
If the above reads like a Jack London story, it is because Jack London chronicled the realities of weight 
pulling;  the love between a dog and its handler expressed through effort given.  Recently weight pulls 
have come under increasing criticism from animal control/welfare organizations who are relying on 
centuries-old laws regarding draft dogs to try and outlaw weight pulls. 



 
Am/Can Ch. C-OTCH Danehaven's Rolling Thunder UDT, UDTDX, WDX, HC, TDI 

“Rolls” at an outdoor pull 
 

It is the obligation of any animal welfare or animal control agency to watchdog any use of animals 
(especially where money is involved), but those who would act as watchdogs had best know what it is 
they are watching.  A person or organization who would make blanket statements concerning the 
‘cruelty’ of dog weight pulls without an intimate knowledge of those pulls would be showing their 
ignorance of the reality of this sport.  As an animal control officer, an active animal rights supporter and 
an avid working-dog handler, I have prepared the following question/answer information on dog weight 
pull competitions. 
 
Q)  Can’t the dogs hurt themselves: 
A)  Every precaution is taken to keep dogs safe during pulls.  In IWPA (International Weight Pull 
Association) pulls, a dog is allowed two ‘tangles’ before it is disqualified.  A ‘tangle’ is any time the dog 
becomes tangled in the harness or traces.  At that point the dog is stopped and untangled. 
 
Few dogs, if any, (particularly northern breeds according to their breeders), will pull to the point of 
harming themselves.  Other than a little soreness, like boys after a football game, no significant damage 
can come from pulling at a properly conducted pull held under either IWPA or ADBA (American Dog 
Breeders Association) rules, the two most often used. 
 
Weight pull dogs are very often house pets, not members of a large racing team, and are given special 
care and training by their owners.  Dog and handler form a very strong bond while sharing hours of time 
together while the dog works out on a treadmill, goes for long walks, practices with small loads, and 
gets ‘tuned up’.  Excellent food and frequent vet checks are routine for these dogs. 
 
Q)  What is the attraction of a weight pull: 
A)  Just as some people can’t fathom where the interest lies in stamp collecting, others can’t understand 
the thrill that comes from watching a dog (you find it matters little whether it is yours or your 
competitor’s) giving a supreme effort out of love.  A truly special pulling dog (there will be only one or 
two in any given are) is unforgettable, and the love between that dog and handler (for that is what it 
takes among other things, to get that special dog) will help you understand why so little abuse occurs in 
weight pulling.  I can think of two such dogs in my area, an incredibly sweet Great Dane/Malamute mix 
that just shines with an eager and gentle willingness and love of his handler, and a little pit bull that 
pulls so hard for his quit handler’s soft command that people strain and stop breathing and strain to 
watch that dog as, nose dragging on the ground, feet digging in the carpet, he heads down that 16 feet 
to his handler.  No food, no bribes, no force, just a dog exalting in his strength and working for his 
handler. 
 
Q)  Isn’t money bet on these pulls? 
A)  No!  Sometimes a small cash prize is offered, but considering the distance that most handlers have to 
drive to get to a pull, any share of the money usually just pays for gas and a motel.  Often high quality 



dog food is given.  At any given pull there will be many pullers who know they won’t place, know they 
won’t win a prize but show up at the pulls anyway, for the sport.  Very rarely are cash prizes given at an 
ADBA pull (if ever). 
 
Q)  Aren’t ADBA weight pulls just ‘sham’ set-ups for dog fighters: 
A)  The ADBA (American Dog Breeders Association) is a registry for pit bulls that among certain animal 
control/welfare personnel has the image of being ‘for the people who fight pit bulls’.  Certainly not 
everyone at an ADBA show is good for the breed, nor are the majority of the dogs present at a show 
under the complete control of their owners, but it is incorrect to assume that everyone at an ADBA 
weight pull is a dog fighter.  It was even suggested to me by a high level ‘dog fight expert’ that the 
license plate numbers of cars at ADBA functions be taken down!  The main difference between ADBA and 
IWPA pulls, other than ADBA pulls being open only to ADBA registered pit bulls, is that ‘baiting’ is 
allowed at ADBA pulls (the dog can be encouraged to pull by being shown a toy) and the pulls are often 
held on steel tracks which allow for a lot more weight to be pulled by a dog than IWPA rules do.  A dog 
that pulls 3,000 pounds on tracks might find that he couldn’t pull 900 on snow. 
 
Do dog fighters go to ADBA weight pulls?  Perhaps a few, but most dog fighters disdain any form of 
‘testing’ their dogs except pitting them. 
 
Q)  Who decides when a dog has had enough and can’t pull a load? 
A)  The dog or the timekeeper.  A dog has 60 seconds to pull the load the required 16 feet.  Some dogs 
will try for the entire time, however the vast majority let their handlers know by barking or sitting down 
that they can’t do it. 

 
”Rolls” at an indoor pull.  He pulled 1500 lbs at the Expo Dog Pull in Canada, 1986, the most weight of 

any dog entered there.  CH "Rolls" WDX- holds the record for all dogs (tied at that time) for most weight 
pulled at a pull: 5200 lbs. He holds the Dane record still (2002) Owner/Handler:  Marta Brock 

 
Q)  Are the dogs trained with force: 
A)  When an animal has been trained with force, generally a slinking, dispirited attitude is apparent.  
With weight pull dogs just the opposite is true.  Almost without exception a dog waiting to pull is wildly 
excited, barking and straining to go. 
 
Q)  Do big dogs pull against little dogs? 
A)  Little dogs can pull more per pound of body weight than big dogs, and the classes are broken up into 
roughly 20 pound class divisions (35 and under, 36 to 59, 60 to 70, etc.).  Dogs pull within these 
classes, and prizes are awarded for most weight pulled and most weight pulled per pound. 
 
Anyone interested in weight pulls for dogs should contact: 
 The International Weight Pull Association 
 PO Box 30132 
 Billings, Montana 59107 

http://www.iwpa.net/ 

http://www.iwpa.net/
http://www.iwpa.net/


________________________________________________________________________________ 
Diane Jessup is an animal control officer in Olympia, Washington, has been a certified Police K-9 
Instructor/Trainer since 1977, a pit bull owner and trainer, and has been writing for dog training 
magazines since 1979. 
________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

About IWPA 
 

The International Weight Pull association is a non-profit association that promotes the sport of dog 
pulling through well organized, sanctioned events. The purpose of IWPA is to promote the working 
heritage of all dogs. The IWPA also promotes a program to keep your dog in good physical condition 
with a constructive outlet for canine competition.  

Dog Pulling is akin to a tractor pull. Dogs compete to see who can pull the most weight 16 feet. They 
pull a wheeled cart on an earthen surface, or a sled on snow. The handler has no contact with the dog 
during the pull, so it is up to the dogs willingness to pull. Safety of the dog is of paramount concern. 
Since IWPA's organization in 1984, no dogs have been hurt in competition.  

IWPA was organized in November 1984 when a group of dog pulling enthusiasts saw a need for an 
organization to promote this specialized sport. Our season for sanctioned pulls runs from September 
through March. We currently sanction around one hundred pulls a season throughout the contiguous 
United States and Canada. Membership currently runs around 200 with around 400 dogs in competition. 
We are open to all dogs, mixed breed or purebred.  

The objective of a competition is to see which dogs (within their weight class) can pull the most weight 
16 feet within one minute. A tie is broken by the dog that pulled in the least amount of time on the 
preceding weight. Dogs compete within their own weight class, of which there are six: 0-35#, 36-60#, 
61-80#, 81-100#, 101-120#, 121# and over.  

Member dogs earn points based on their completion position and the number of dogs they beat. Their 
five best pulls are used in the total points for the season. They compete only within their weight class, 
and only within their region. Snow and wheeled competition are kept separate. At the end of the season, 
there is a pull-off and all first, second and third place dogs are invited.  

We also have three levels of "Working Dog" certificates that a dog can earn for pulling certain 
percentages of their weight.  

We have ten regions across the country, some with no activity (1,8, 10 last year, 7 except for NC). We 
have yet to see any involvement outside of North America; but Sweden is planning a pull in the 
1999/2000 season, and we are talking with Australia. A region can cover a large area.  

1. Alaska, Yukon Territory Canada  
2. Washington, Oregon, Idaho, British Columbia  
3. Montana, Wyoming, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Northwest Territories  
4. Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, Missouri, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Manitoba  
5. Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode 

Island, Vermont, New Brunswick,  Nova Scotia, Ontario, Quebec, Newfoundland, Prince Edward 
Island  

6. Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan, Ohio     
7. Alabama, Florida, Georgia,  Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee  
8. Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas  
9. Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico  
10. Arizona, California, Nevada, Utah  
11. Delaware, District of Columbia, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia  

No region for Hawaii & no activity yet. 



Can CH Paquestone’s U Rolling Thunder
CDXTD, Can-CDXTD, U-CDX, WD, FD, NA, NAJ, NJC, NGC

Can-OTCH A/C CH Danehaven’s Rolling Thunder
UDX, C-UDTDX, U-Cdx, HC, WDX

Marta Brock
Olympia, Washington
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